


Established in 2008, Colormann Pvt Ltd 

has emerged as a leading globalized bag 

manufacturer, catering to diverse markets and 

industries worldwide. With over a decade of 

experience, Colormann specializes in creating 

high-quality bags that combine functionality, 

style, and durability. We are proud to be the 

leading manufacturer of delivery bags, laptop 

bags, tote bags, and jute bags, offering a 

comprehensive range of products to meet 

the varied needs of our clients. Our esteemed 

clientele includes prominent names such as 

Zomato, Blinkit, V John, Bikano, Reliance, 

FCI, and many more. With a commitment 

to innovation and customer satisfaction, 

Colormann continues to set the standard 

for excellence in the industry.

ABOUT US



OUR CLIENTS
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CM-D-107
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Efficient and reliable, our delivery 
bags are designed to safeguard 
your goods during transit. Durable 
materials and secure closures 
ensure your items reach their 
destination in perfect condition.
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DELIVERY BAGS

CM-D-101 CM-D-102

CM-D-105

CM-D-103

CM-D-106CM-D-104
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CM-BP-110
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Elevate your journey with our stylish 

backpacks and laptop bags. Thoughtfully 

designed for modern living, offering 

durability, organization, and contemporary 

aesthetics.
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BACKPACK BAGS

CM-BP-102CM-BP-101

CM-BP-105

CM-BP-103

CM-BP-106CM-BP-104

CM-BP-108 CM-BP-109CM-BP-107
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Specifically crafted to protect and 
carry laptops, these bags offer padded 
compartments and secure closures. They 
come in various styles, from sleek briefcases 
to casual backpacks, ensuring both style 
and functionality. Ideal for professionals 
and students, laptop bags provide essential 
protection and organization for your 
tech gear on the go.
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LAPTOP BAGS

CM-LB-101 CM-LB-102

CM-LB-105

CM-LB-103

CM-LB-106CM-LB-104
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CM-LB-107 CM-LB-109

CM-LB-110

CM-LB-111

CM-LB-112CM-LB-108
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LAPTOP BAGS

CM-LB-113

CM-LB-114
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Elevate your athletic pursuits with 
our durable duffle and sports bags. 
Designed for convenience and style, 
they seamlessly merge functionality 
with fashion for active lifestyles.
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DUFFLE BAGS

CM-DB-101

CM-DB-102 CM-DB-105

CM-DB-104 CM-DB-107

CM-DB-108

CM-DB-103 CM-DB-106 CM-DB-109
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Designed for fitness enthusiasts, 
gym bags are spacious and durable, 
perfect for carrying workout gear, 
shoes, and accessories. With various 
compartments for organization and 
comfortable straps for easy carrying, 
they’re essential for gym-goers and 
athletes on the move, providing 
functionality and style in one.
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GYM BAGS

CM-G-101 CM-G-102

CM-G-107

CM-G-106CM-G-105

CM-G-103

CM-G-108

CM-G-104
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These tote bags are both stylish and 
functional, perfect for everyday use. Made 
from durable canvas, nylon, polyester 
and many more, it features a spacious 
main compartment and convenient inner 
pockets for organization. The sturdy 
straps ensure comfortable carrying, while 
the minimalist design adds a touch of 
sophistication to any outfit. Ideal for work, 
school, or errands.
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TOTE BAGS

CM-T-102CM-T-101

CM-T-105

CM-T-103

CM-T-106

CM-T-109

CM-T-107

CM-T-110

CM-T-108

CM-T-104
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Eco-friendly and sustainable, jute bags 
offer a natural look and sturdy construction. 
Ideal for carrying groceries, books, or beach 
essentials, they’re durable and versatile. 
Jute’s renewable fibers make it a popular 
choice for environmentally-conscious 
consumers seeking stylish and earth-
friendly alternatives to plastic bags.
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CM-J-109
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JUTE BAGS

CM-J-101 CM-J-102

CM-J-106

CM-J-103 CM-J-104

CM-J-108CM-J-107CM-J-105

CM-J-109
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Our sling bags offer practicality and style in a 
compact package. With multiple compartments 
for organization and durable materials, they’re 
perfect for everyday essentials. Whether for 
urban adventures or casual outings, our sling 
bags combine functionality with modern design 
to elevate your carrying experience.
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SLING BAGS

CM-S-101 CM-S-102

CM-S-106

CM-S-103

CM-S-104 CM-S-105
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Introducing the Pouch Bag by COLORMANN- your 
compact companion for on-the-go essentials. 
Crafted with durability and style in mind, our 
Pouch Bag is perfect for storing small items like 
keys, cards, and cosmetics. Stay organized and 
stylish with our Pouch Bag.
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POUCH

CM-P-101

CM-P-105

CM-P-102

CM-P-106

CM-P-103

CM-P-107

CM-P-104

CM-P-108
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Eco-friendly and versatile, our non-woven bags are the 
perfect choice for sustainable shopping and promotional 
campaigns. Made from recycled materials, these lightweight 
yet durable bags offer ample space for your branding and 
messaging while reducing environmental impact. 

Join the movement towards a greener future with non-
woven bags from us!
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CM-NW-101 CM-NW-104

CM-NW-105

CM-NW-103

CM-NW-107

CM-NW-108

CM-NW-106 CM-NW-109

CM-NW-102

NON WOVEN BAGS
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Our Necessity Bag is your 
ultimate travel companion, 
combining style and functionality 
in one sleek design. Crafted with 
durable materials and featuring 
ample storage space, it’s perfect 
for carrying your essentials 
wherever you go. Elevate your 
travel experience with the 
Necessity Bag from Colormann.



NECESSITY BAGS

CM-N-101

CM-N-104 CM-N-105

CM-N-102 CM-N-103

CM-N-106

CM-N-107 CM-N-108 CM-N-109
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Register Office : 254, 2nd Floor,  
New Vardhman Market, West Enclave,  
Near Sharda Appartment, Pitampura,  
New Delhi-110034, India

Factory: Plot No. 106, C-Block, 
Mangolpuri Industrial Area, Phase-I, 
Mangolpuri, New Delhi - 110083, India

Tel: +91 8448165898, 011-45520288

E-mail: colormannindia@gmail.com

Web: www.colormann.com


